Revisiting the Spleen—An Imaging Review of the Common and Uncommon Splenic Pathology
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Abstract
The spleen is the largest lymphatic organ and is responsible for both hematological and immunological functions. Several common etiologies such as trauma, developmental variants, infectious/inflammatory conditions, and benign and malignant lesions can occur in the spleen. The role of imaging modalities such as ultrasound (US), computed tomography (CT), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in diagnosing these conditions continues to evolve. The main objective of this review article is to illustrate the role of imaging in identifying the common and uncommon pathology of the spleen.
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Introduction
The spleen is the largest lymphatic organ in the body and serves several important functions such as providing immunologic surveillance, red cell turnover, and hemodynamic support. A wide range of pathologic conditions affect the spleen and can be categorized into traumatic, infectious/inflammatory conditions, and benign and malignant tumors. Additionally, there are normal variants that also affect the spleen. These conditions can be imaged on multiple modalities such as ultrasound (US), computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and nuclear medicine (NM).

Anatomy
The normal spleen is intraperitoneal and appears semilunar in shape with an approximate length of 11 cm. The weight of the spleen averages around 150 g. Spleen length and volume, however, vary based on height and gender of a patient and can be calculated both on CT and US. As measured on CT, a strong correlation has been shown between spleen volume and three dimensional coefficient calculated as maximum length × hilum thickness × vertical height. As measured on US, the Eq. 0.524 × width × thickness × (maximum length + craniocaudal length)/2 has been shown to correlate closely with helical CT measurements.

On macroscopic examination, the spleen has a diaphragmatic surface and a visceral surface with a central hilum from which the splenic artery and splenic vein emerge. On microscopic examination, the spleen consists of red pulp, which is composed of tortuous blood vessels and sinusoids, and interspersed cords of white pulp, which is composed of lymphatic tissue. On US, the spleen has a uniformly homogeneous echotexture with a mildly higher echogenicity compared with the normal liver (►Fig. 1).
On unenhanced CT, the spleen is homogeneous with Hounsfield units (HU) ranging from 40 to 60 HU. On arterial phase imaging, the spleen demonstrates diffuse heterogeneity with serpiginous cord like differentially enhanced areas, owing to variable rates of blood flow through the sinusoids in the splenic pulp. On portal venous phase, homogeneous enhancement is seen throughout the parenchyma (Fig. 2).

On MRI, the spleen is hypointense to liver on T1-weighted images (T1WI) and hyperintense to the liver on T2-weighted images (T2WI). As with CT, heterogeneous arterial phase enhancement is seen and normalizes on the portal venous phase (Fig. 3).

Variants of Size, Shape, and Location

Splenomegaly—As mentioned previously, several factors such as age, gender, and height influence the size of the spleen. The general criteria for splenomegaly include craniocaudal length of more than 13 cm, extension beyond the lower pole of the left kidney, and medial extension up to the aorta. Splenomegaly can be associated with a variety of pathophysiologic conditions such as passive congestion (liver cirrhosis, portal vein thrombosis and congestive heart failure), infiltrative disorders (glycogen storage diseases, myelodysplasias, sarcoidosis, hematologic malignancies and neoplasms), and immunologic conditions (infections, rheumatoid arthritis, extramedullary hematopoiesis) which are summarized in Table 1 (Fig. 4).

Accessory spleen—Failure of fusion of splenic buds during embryogenesis can result in formation of sequestered splenic tissue, which is otherwise known as a splenule or supernumerary spleen. Their incidence is around 16%, and their most common location is at the splenic hilum or in the tail of the pancreas as well as around the gastrospenic and pancreaticosplenic ligaments. They are incidentally seen nodules of variable size ranging from 1 cm to 4 cm and show a hilum. Accessory spleen can be misinterpreted as a pathologic peritoneal nodule or enlarged lymph node, many times leading to surgical excision. Positive uptake on nuclear scintigraphy using Technetium-99 sulfur colloid or heat denatured tagged red blood cells help delineate the definitive splenic origin. In patients undergoing splenectomy for trauma, the accessory spleen may serve as the only residual salvageable splenic tissue (Fig. 5).

Polysplenia and asplenia—Numerous small foci of splenic tissue (polysplenia) or absent or very small splenic tissue (asplenia) are seen in heterotaxy syndromes, which refer to abnormal positioning of viscera in the chest and abdomen. While polysplenia is associated with bilateral left-sidedness (right-sided stomach, midline liver, intestinal malrotation, truncated pancreas, interrupted hepatic inferior vena cava withazygous continuation, bilateral bilobed lungs, complex cardiac anomalies), asplenia is associated with bilateral right-sidedness (bilateral trilobed lungs, intestinal malrotation, severe and often fatal complex cardiac anomalies) (Fig. 6).

Splenosis—Following traumatic or iatrogenic injury to the spleen, there may be heterotopic autologous transplantation of splenic tissue to unusual locations in the body, which is known as splenosis. Common sites include the left pleura, undersurface of diaphragm, greater omentum, peritoneum, and serosal surface of small bowel. Rare deposition along subcapsular liver and kidney and subcutaneous soft tissues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Causes of splenomegaly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hematologic—hemoglobinopathies, hemolytic anemias, thalassemias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheumatologic—rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus, sarcoidosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infections—viral, mycobacterial, fungal, parasitic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestive—cirrhosis, venous thrombosis, congestive heart failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infiltrative—lymphoma, leukemia, metastasis, myeloproliferative disorders, glycogen storage disorders</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 Axial (A) and coronal (B) contrast-enhanced CT images of a patient with a normal spleen.

Fig. 2 Axial fat-suppressed T2-weighted image (A) and coronal T2-weighted Half Fourier-acquired single-shot turbo spin echo (HASTE) image (B) MRI of a patient with a normal spleen.

Fig. 3 Axial (A) and sagittal (B) ultrasound (US) images of a patient with a normal spleen.

Fig. 4 Showing splenomegaly in a patient with nonHodgkin lymphoma (arrows in A and B).
of the abdominal wall at scar sites have also been reported. Splenosis deposits derive blood supply by parasitization from adjacent visceral feeding arteries.8

The significance of recognizing splenosis is its potential to be mistaken for a neoplasm or a pathological enlarged lymph node, particularly when the clinical history is unknown and the abdomen has not been imaged to detect an absent normal spleen. Splenosis has been mistakenly characterized as lung, adrenal, hepatocellular and gallbladder tumors.9-12 Splenosis can also present with acute abdominal pain due to torsion or small/large bowel obstruction.13,14 However, as splenosis shows presence of active splenic tissue, nuclear scintigraphy using heat denatured tagged red blood cell scan is sensitive in detecting ectopic splenic locations (►Figs. 7, 8).

Wandering spleen—Due to developmental laxity of the splenic ligament, the spleen can move about its pedicle, resulting in migration of the spleen from its normal position. This is often seen in children and young adults, more commonly in women. A wandering spleen can undergo torsion, infarction or rupture and can be treated by splenopexy or splenectomy.15

Trauma

As the spleen is a frequently involved organ in blunt abdominal injury, imaging trauma patients, particularly hemodynamically unstable patients with contrast-enhanced multidetector CT (MDCT), play an important role in triage. CT imaging should include arterial, portal venous, and delayed phases to detect parenchymal abnormalities such as contusion/laceration/rupture and vascular abnormalities such as pseudoaneurysm and extravasation. On CT, a splenic contusion appears as a poorly defined, nonlinear area of hypoattenuation, while a splenic laceration appears as a linear, irregular branching hypodensity.16 Features of splenic rupture on CT include perisplenic hematoma and

Fig. 5 Small enhancing nodule seen in the pancreatic tail on arterial phase (A) and portal venous phase (B) CT with enhancement pattern similar to the spleen. This is consistent with an accessory spleen in the pancreatic tail.

Fig. 6 Numerous variable size soft-tissue nodules (solid arrows in A and B) consistent with polysplenia in patient with heterotaxy. Note the absent intrahepatic inferior vena cava (IVC) and azygous continuation (dashed arrows in A and B).

Fig. 7 Multiple ovoid nodules in the anterior midabdomen and right lower quadrant (arrows in A–C), which are seen on axial postcontrast CT in patient with history of prior trauma, with the largest measuring 5 cm and representing splenosis.

Fig. 8 Coronal CT images showing conglomerate of ovoid nodules in the left scrotum (arrows in A and B) in patient with history of prior trauma. Note the absence of spleen (dashed arrow in a). Technetium 99 tagged red blood cell scan shows that these nodules take up radiotracer are consistent with splenic tissue (arrows in C and D). Note the additional splenosis in the mid and left abdomen (arrows in D).
hemoperitoneum. In hemodynamically stable patients with low energy trauma, there is an emerging role for contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) to screen and triage patients and particularly to minimize radiation in pediatric patients and women of reproductive age\textsuperscript{17} (\textit{\textit{\textit{\textbullet} Figs. 9–11}}).

The commonly used grading system for classifying splenic injuries is the American Association of Trauma Surgery (AAST) grading system,\textsuperscript{18} which is summarized in \textit{\textit{\textbullet} Table 2}. \textit{\textit{\textbullet} Table 2} shows the AAST grading system.

Management of patients with blunt splenic injury depends on hemodynamic status, presence of other organ injuries, as well as presence of significant CT findings. Nonoperative management is considered for hemodynamically stable patients with less severe (lower than grade 3) injuries. Angioembolization is another treatment option for splenic salvage which can be considered in hemodynamically stable patients with higher grades of splenic injury. Splenectomy is an option reserved for patients with concomitant serious abdominal injuries, hemodynamic instability, or coagulopathy.\textsuperscript{19}

\textbf{Vascular}

\textit{Splenic artery aneurysm and pseudoaneurysm}–Splenic artery aneurysms and pseudoaneurysms are important vascular anomalies of the spleen, which can present with life-threatening hemorrhage and hence should be recognized on cross-sectional imaging for prompt treatment.

Splenic artery aneurysms are the most common non-traumatic cause of abdominal visceral aneurysms and occur in 0.1% of the population. The incidence is much more common in females with a 4:1 ratio, and most of them are discovered incidentally in asymptomatic patients imaged for other reasons. Most aneurysms are solitary, but up to 20% of them have been reported to be multiple.\textsuperscript{20} Loss of normal elasticity and medial degeneration of the wall as a result of hypertension, hormonal factors, smoking, collagen vascular disease, pancreatitis and chronic liver disease have been proposed as etiology for development of splenic artery aneurysms. The

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Grade} & \textbf{Imaging Criteria/CT Findings} \\
\hline
\textbf{I} & Subcapsular hematoma < 10\% surface area \\
& Parenchymal laceration < 1 cm depth \\
& Capsular tear \\
\hline
\textbf{II} & Subcapsular hematoma 10–50\% surface area; \\
& Intraparenchymal hematoma < 5 cm \\
& Parenchymal laceration 1–3 cm depth \\
\hline
\textbf{III} & Subcapsular hematoma > 50\% surface area; ruptured \\
& subcapsular or intraparenchymal hematoma > 5 cm \\
& Parenchymal laceration > 3 cm depth \\
\hline
\textbf{IV} & Any injury in the presence of splenic vascular injury \\
& or active bleeding confined in splenic capsule \\
& Parenchymal laceration involving hilar or segmental \\
& vessels producing > 25\% devascularization \\
\hline
\textbf{V} & Any injury in the presence of splenic vascular injury \\
& with active bleeding extending beyond the spleen \\
& into the peritoneum \\
& Shattered spleen \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Spleen injury scale}
\end{table}

\textbf{Fig. 9} Axial postcontrast CT images showing a 5.2 cm splenic laceration with extension into the hilum (solid arrows in \textbf{A}) and perisplenic hemorrhage (dashed arrow in \textbf{B}), which are consistent with grade 4 injury. No pseudoaneurysm or active extravasation was seen.

\textbf{Fig. 10} Contrast-enhanced axial CT image showing active extravasation with a 1.4 cm pseudoaneurysm involving a lower pole branch of the splenic artery (arrow). Due to presence of vascular injury, this is consistent with grade 4 injury.

\textbf{Fig. 11} Axial postcontrast arterial and portal venous phase images showing active contrast extravasation, which increases from early to later phases (solid arrows in \textbf{A} and \textbf{B}) with increase in size of perisplenic hematoma (dashed arrows in \textbf{A} and \textbf{B}) Coronal image shows a shattered spleen with irregular hypodensities and perisplenic hematoma which in association with vascular injury (arrows) is consistent with grade 5 injury.
most common site of involvement is the distal third of the artery, while proximal and mid-segments involvement can be seen in the setting of pancreatitis. The aneurysm may have fusiform or saccular morphology, show partial thrombosis and peripheral calcification, and can spontaneously rupture in 2 to 3% with a mortality of 25%. Size > 2 cm is considered to be the size at which there is significant risk of rupture (Fig. 12).

Due to their increase in size in pregnancy, splenic aneurysms are at high risk for rupture. Risk of rupture increases significantly to 20 to 50%, particularly with aneurysms larger than 2.5 cm during pregnancy, and can be associated with high maternal mortality of 75%. Due to this risk, aneurysms larger than 2 cm during pregnancy are treated with endovascular or surgical treatment.

Pseudoaneurysms of the splenic artery are most commonly reported in the setting of pancreatitis, trauma, peptic ulcer disease, or postsurgery. They can be symptomatic and present with upper or lower gastrointestinal tract (GIT) hemorrhage and have a high mortality rate, with a reported 37% risk of rupture without treatment. On contrast-enhanced CT, focal outpouching of contrast is seen from the splenic artery or one of its branches surrounded by intrasplenic hematoma if there has been a recent bleed. Regardless of clinical presentation, splenic pseudoaneurysms are always treated due to high risk of rupture. Endovascular treatment using both proximal and distal coils (sandwich technique) or placement of stent graft across the pseudoaneurysm are commonly performed (Fig. 13).

**Splenic vein thrombosis**—Portal hypertension in patients with liver disease and perivenular inflammation as a sequelae of prior pancreatitis are the most common causes of splenic vein thrombosis. Other causes include involvement by pancreatic cancer and postsurgical and prothrombotic states. To shunt blood from the occluded splenic vein, short gastric collaterals open up, which maybe the cause of upper gastrointestinal bleeding when they rupture. On imaging, the splenic vein maybe expanded in the acute stage with filling defects within it, with the thrombus showing no vascularity on color Doppler or enhancement with postcontrast imaging.

**Splenic infarction**—Thromboembolism is the most common cause of splenic infarction. Both arterial or venous occlusion can result in splenic infarction. Hematological disorders, autoimmune disorders, trauma, and surgery are the other causes.

The stage and size of the infarct determines the imaging appearance. Infarcts are seen as wedge-shaped areas with apex toward the hilum and broader base toward the capsule. During evolution, they can also have a round/mottled/irregular appearance and show no postcontrast enhancement. They may develop a fibrous central scar which appears echogenic on US. The complications of an infarcted spleen are superimposed infection, hemorrhage, and splenic rupture (Figs. 14, 15).

**Spontaneous rupture of the spleen**—Nontraumatic rupture of the spleen is a rare life-threatening abdominal emergency, with an incidence of 0.1 to 0.5%. Common causes include infections such as malaria, infective endocarditis, primary systemic amyloidosis, autosomal bleeding disorders, and hematological malignancies. Unenhanced CT shows enlargement and irregular hyperdense areas within the spleen and precontrast T1WI and fat suppression best shows the hemorrhagic products on MRI.

**Infection and Inflammation**

**Splenic abscess**—Since the spleen itself serves a defense role, the incidence of splenic abscess is low and ranges from 0.14 to 0.7%
in autopsy series. Immunosuppressed patients and intravenous (IV) drug abusers are the most common population affected. Contiguous spread from adjacent infected organs, direct inoculation from trauma, and underlying infarction are other causes. Fungal microabscesses in immunosuppressed patients can be caused by organisms such as Aspergillus, Cryptococcus, and Histoplasma. Tuberculosis is an additional cause of microabscesses. The clinical manifestations include fever, left-sided upper quadrant abdominal pain, and leukocytosis.

US shows an ill-defined, hypoechoic region in the splenic parenchyma with internal septations and debris. Foci of air can also be seen at a later stage. Associated findings include a left-sided pleural effusion. CT shows multifocal small hypodense lesions with peripheral rim of enhancement. MRI shows T1 hypointense and T2 hyperintense peripherally enhancing lesions. Diffusion restriction is also seen due to presence of complex fluid. Ultrasound and CT also play a vital role in the image-guided percutaneous aspiration of these abscesses (Fig. 16).

**Spleenic hydatid cyst**—Hydatid disease of the spleen is caused by Echinococcus species, with an incidence reported at around 2.5%. Isolated splenic hydatidosis is less common. The larval stage of Echinococcus granulosus is the causative agent, with human beings serving as accidental hosts. History of being from or travel to an endemic area should be sought in patients who may present with abdominal pain and splenomegaly. The World Health Organization (WHO) working group has proposed a classification for the sonographic appearance of hydatid cysts (Table 3).

A smooth-walled, anechoic cystic lesion is often seen in the early stage. Internal echoes from shifting of the brood capsules maybe seen and is referred to as the snowflake sign or hydatid sand. Gravity-dependent layering of the hydatid sand in the dependent portion of the cyst can be seen with positional imaging. Multiple daughter cysts can be demonstrable within the mother cyst in the next stage. On further progression of the disease, free-floating membranes, which represent detached laminated membranes, can be seen as the water lily sign. Wall calcifications develop following death of the larva.

On CT, a unilocular or multilocular cystic lesion, with attenuation of cyst content being higher than simple fluid, was seen. The outer wall of the cyst known as pericyst may show calcifications, which is best seen on unenhanced CT as a hyperdense rim and is generated as a host response. When the membranes detach, on unenhanced CT, a wrinkled area of increased attenuation may be seen parallel to the pericyst as well. Daughter cysts may be present in clusters along the periphery of the mother cyst.

On MRI, the cyst contents show T1 hypointense and T2 hyperintense signal with the pericyst wall showing T2 hypointense signal due to the presence of dense collagen. Incipient detachment of membranes is seen as curvilinear low signal within the cyst wall. Complications of hydatidosis include intraperitoneal rupture and anaphylactic shock, spread to other viscera, and fistulous communication with other structures (Fig. 17).

**Sarcoidosis**—Noncaseating granulomas associated with multisystem sarcoidosis can involve the spleen in up to 40% cases. While the liver is the most common abdominal organ to be involved along with the spleen, isolated splenic involvement has also been reported. CT shows small size low-density lesions with no significant enhancement. On MRI, randomly distributed small T1 and T2 hypointense nodules with minimal delayed postcontrast enhancement may be seen. The imaging differential diagnosis for splenic sarcoidosis includes lymphoma, fungal opportunistic infection, and amyloidosis (Figs. 18, 19).

**Table 3** WHO sonographic classification of hydatid cysts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cyst type</th>
<th>US characteristics</th>
<th>Cyst viability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type 1</td>
<td>Unilocular, anechoic</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2</td>
<td>Multiloculated, multiseptated anechoic with daughter cysts</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 3</td>
<td>Fewer daughter cysts, low level internal echoes, water lily sign</td>
<td>May be viable or inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 4</td>
<td>Heterogeneous, no daughter cysts</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 5</td>
<td>Thick calcified wall</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: US, ultrasound.
Benign and Malignant Masses of the Spleen

Splenic cysts—Cysts of the spleen are the most common benign splenic masses and are usually asymptomatic. Splenic cysts can be a) true cysts or b) pseudocysts; typically, indistinguishable from each other. True cysts are less common and account for only 20%. A true cyst wall is lined by epithelial cells. They can be congenital or form as a result of parasitic infection. Pseudocysts are more common than true cysts (80%), and they may form following splenic hematoma, infection or infarction; therefore, they may show mural calcifications (30–40% of cases) along their wall which is devoid of epithelial cells44-47.

On CT, a unilocular, hypodense, nonenhancing lesion is seen which may show wall enhancement as a sequelae of prior trauma or infection (→ Fig. 20).

Typical findings of a simple cyst are best seen on MRI, with homogenously hyperintense signal on T2WI, hypointense signal on T1WI and no internal enhancement on postgadolinium images. Hemorrhagic or proteinaceous contents within the cyst may show hyperintense signal on precontrast T1WI. Cyst wall enhancement can sometimes be seen similar to CT, based on the etiology of the cyst.48

Hemangioma—Splenic hemangiomas are the most common benign solid tumors of the spleen and are incidentally detected on imaging studies, more often in male patients. Frequency of hemangiomas is 0.03 to 14% on autopsy series. These benign vascular neoplasms are made of proliferation of vessels and range from capillaries to cavernous forms. Solitary hemangiomas are more common as compared with diffuse hemangiomatosis, which may be associated with syndromes (e.g. : Klippel–Tre’naunay–Weber, Turner, Kasabach-Merritt-like, and Beckwith-Wiedemann syndromes).49-51

Imaging appearance of splenic hemangioma is variable based on its type: capillary or cavernous. Capillary hemangiomas are focal, usually round, and echogenic lesions on US. On contrast-enhanced CT, continuous peripheral arterial enhancement is seen with progressive centripetal fill-in on delayed phases. Unlike hepatic hemangiomas, interrupted peripheral nodular enhancement is not commonly seen with splenic hemangiomas. On MR imaging, hemangiomas appear hyperintense to splenic parenchyma on T2WI, and show progressive persistent uptake on dynamic postgadolinium images. Cavernous hemangiomas have nonvascular cystic components and therefore appear heterogeneous on T2WI, and also show heterogeneous enhancement on postcontrast CT or MR imaging52-55 (→ Fig. 21).

Hamartoma—Splenic hamartoma is an incidentally found, rare, congenital, benign splenic lesion which consists of nonneoplastic malformed red and white splenic pulp. As a hamartoma is made of spleen-like tissue, it may appear the same as splenic parenchyma on various imaging modalities, sometimes only seen as a contour bulge. Hamartomas appear mildly hypodense to splenic parenchyma on noncontrast CT, and have enhancement similar to adjacent splenic parenchyma on delayed postcontrast CT. They may be isointense to slightly hyperintense on T2WI and show homogenous delayed enhancement on postgadolinium MR imaging56,57.

Lymphangioma—Lymphangioma is a rare lymphovascular malformation with small cystic spaces filled with lymph, which is seen commonly in children. Similar to hemangioma, there are subtypes of lymphangiomas such as capillary and cavernous types. On US, lymphangiomas are typically subcapsular in location and classically appear as a well-defined, hypoechoic, loculated mass, which is avascular on color Doppler.

Hypodense cysts are seen on CT with peripheral wall enhancement or calcifications. On MR, lymphangiomas are
hyperintense on T2WI due to the cystic components, which may be multilocular with thin septations. If cysts contain blood or proteinaceous contents, hyperintense signal on pre-contrast T1WI is seen.  

**Littoral cell angioma**—Littoral cell angioma is an uncommon benign tumor of the spleen and is a relatively newly identified entity. This benign vascular neoplasm develops from the lining cells of the red-pulp sinuses, the so-called “littoral cells,” and may contain hemorrhagic components.  

Littoral cell angioma is usually multinodular and may involve the entire spleen, resulting in splenomegaly. On contrast-enhanced CT scan, lesions are hypodense to spleen on the portal venous phase and may become isodense on the delayed phase of postcontrast imaging, due to delayed filling in.  

Littoral cell angiomas show hemangioma-like signal characteristics on T2-weighted images with inhomogeneous hyperintense appearance. Similar to CT findings, lesions may appear hypointense on unenhanced T1-weighted images, and show delayed contrast enhancement on dynamic postcontrast imaging, following gadolinium administration with contrast pooling in the vascular channels. Hypointense signal on all MR sequences may be encountered as well due to due to hemosiderin accumulation within neoplastic littoral cells.  

**Sclerosing angiomatoid nodular transformation (SANT)**—SANT is a relatively newly described benign vascular condition of the spleen and occurs due to an abnormal reaction of the red pulp to any vascular injury/inflammation. On US, these lesions can be heterogeneously hypoechoic with central linear echogenic foci which can have acoustic shadowing.  

On contrast-enhanced US, a radiating spoke wheel pattern of enhancement has been described. CT scan shows an isodense or hypodense mass, which can have central calcification, and can also show a radiating spoke wheel pattern of postcontrast enhancement, which histologically corresponds to stellate fibrous septations separating the vascular angiomatoid nodules. On MRI, central T1-hyperintense signal consistent with hemorrhage has been reported as well as a T2-hypointense stellate scar. Progressive radiating centripetal enhancement is also described on late phase postcontrast images. While MRI can help in narrowing the differential diagnosis, tissue sampling is needed to confirm the diagnosis.  

**Lymphoma**—Spleen can be commonly involved by Hodgkin’s and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. Splenic involvement by lymphoma can be classified as primary and secondary. Primary splenic lymphoma is a rare entity. It comprises less than 1% of all lymphomas, which is usually non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, diffuse large B cell type. There may or may not be associated splenic hilar lymphadenopathy.  

Secondary splenic lymphoma refers to involvement of the spleen and lymph nodes, other than those in the splenic hilum.  

The following four classic patterns of imaging are observed with lymphomatous involvement of the spleen:  

1. Splenomegaly secondary to diffuse infiltration without focal mass.  
2. Small, miliary lesions.  
3. Multiple focal nodules/masses.  
4. Solitary mass.  

Diffuse infiltration of the splenic parenchyma by lymphoma may be seen as normally enhancing spleen. Very small lymphomatous lesions may be difficult to appreciate. Splenic nodules may appear hypodense on contrast-enhanced CT. On MR imaging, nodules signal may be isointense on T1- and T2-weighted sequences, with delayed homogenous uptake of gadolinium on postcontrast sequences. Calcification due to posttreatment effects can be appreciated on CT examinations (Fig. 22).  

**Angiosarcoma**—Angiosarcoma is the most common primary nonhematopoietic malignant tumor of the spleen. It is a very rare and aggressive tumor comprising less than 2% of all soft-tissue sarcomas with poor prognosis, and usually with diffuse metastasis to the liver, lungs, bones and lymphatic structures or splenic rupture at presentation. It has been associated with radioactive contrast, thorotrust, and chemotherapy for lymphoma and breast cancer. Multiple complex heterogeneously enhancing masses are seen on contrast-enhanced CT with areas of internal hemorrhage and necrosis accounting for this appearance. On MR imaging, variable high and low signals on T1- and T2-weighted images.
are seen with heterogeneous postcontrast enhancement within solid components of the mass on postgadolinium enhanced images. Internal blood products of different ages, siderotic nodules, and necrosis may also be seen (►Fig. 23).

Metastasis—Spleen is an uncommon site for metastasis, likely due to lack of afferent lymphatics and plethora of lymphatic tissue within the gland. Splenic involvement is seen in diffuse metastatic disease spreading through hematogenous route. Primary malignancies metastasizing to the spleen include melanoma, breast, lung, ovary, colon, stomach, and pancreas.73-75

Splenic metastasis can be solitary or multiple. On portal venous phase of contrast-enhanced CT, they appear as hypodense lesions which may show “target appearance” secondary to rim enhancement. At MR imaging, metastases may be hyperintense on T2-weighted images due to necrosis or cystic change. They may be hypo- to isointense on T1-weighted images and difficult to see, but on postgadolinium sequences, heterogeneous contrast enhancement with peripheral ring-like pattern similar to CT can be observed. Melanoma metastasis may show intrinsic precontrast T1 signal secondary to intrinsic paramagnetic properties of melanin and/or blood products (►Fig. 24).

Miscellaneous Conditions

Peliosis—Peliosis is an unusual condition characterized by formation of variable-sized haphazardly organized blood-filled spaces in the spleen, which when located along the splenic surface may result in hemorrhage due to rupture. The rupture maybe posttraumatic or iatrogenic when these lesions get inadvertently biopsied. The dusky and purple color of the spleen on macroscopic examination contributes to its name. Peliosis has been reported in patients with use of anabolic steroids, hematologic conditions such as myeloma and aplastic anemia, and medical debilitating diseases such as tuberculosis, acquired immuno deficiency disorder (AIDS) and cancer.76 On US, lesions are ill-defined and hypoechoic

Fig. 22 Axial fat-suppressed postcontrast T1-weighted images of the abdomen showing enlarged spleen with multiple hypointense nodules (arrows in A), which show heterogeneous postcontrast enhancement (arrows in B) and diffusion restriction (arrow in C) in biopsy proven lymphoma.

Fig. 23 Coronal postcontrast images showing an enlarged spleen with heterogeneous areas of internal necrosis (arrow in A) and enhancement (arrow in B). Courtesy: Dr. Victoria Chernyak, M.D.

Fig. 24 Axial postcontrast CT (arrow in A) showing a heterogeneously enhancing lesion in the upper pole of spleen. Axial T2-weighted image and axial T1 fat-suppressed postcontrast image (arrows in B and C) showing the same lesion; biopsy showed metastatic ovarian adenocarcinoma.
Gamma Gandy Bodies

Gamna Gandy bodies, also known as siderotic nodules, are formed from episodes of microbleeding into the splenic parenchyma with organization of iron, fibrous tissue, and multinucleated giant cells around sites of hemorrhage. Conditions predisposing to increased splenic circulatory pressure and resulting in hemorrhages such as portal hypertension, hematologic causes (such as sickle cell disease), and malignancies are the most common causes. On US, these nodules appear as small echogenic foci in an enlarged spleen. On CT, they may calcify and appear as hyperdense foci. On MRI, they appear as small hypointense rounded foci on T2WI, which show drop out of signal on in phase T1WI and blooming artifact on gradient echo (GRE)-based sequences due to presence of hemosiderin.

Conclusion

The spleen serves a wide range of hematological and immunological functions and can be involved in several common conditions that affect other solid abdominal organs. Knowledge of varied radiological appearances of splenic pathology on various cross-sectional imaging modalities is crucial to accurately diagnose these conditions, some of which may have surgical implications.
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